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“Rampantly domineering and wanton killing in my Japan, you really are not afraid to
provoke my Japanese martial arts, and cause a war of martial arts, and then be killed in
a foreign country by my Japanese strong?” Mochizuki River brows and scolds furiously .

The torrent of anger, only if thunder swept through, shaking the world.

“Misunderstanding, misunderstanding~” “Sword God, this is all a misunderstanding…

“As soon as he heard of the war in the martial arts, Long Baichuan was so scared that
his old face paled and he repeatedly dissuaded him. However, the black-clothed man
who was walking with him did not care about these. He still smiled and replied proudly:
“What?

The two of you are planning to kill me and avenge those ants?

“Speaking of this, the black-clothed man shook his head and sneered. “I advise you two,
don’t kill yourself.”

“If you want to kill me, let the Master of the Sanshen Pavilion come.”

“As for the two of you, you don’t deserve it!”

“Arrogant!”

“Sword God is furious.”

“Ishiyelong was equally furious, his brows were red, and his face was stern. Under his
anger, a great battle was about to start. The palace lord of the two great swords and
gods attacked the black-clothed man in groups. Mochizuki waved his sharp sword and
slashed directly at the black-clothed man. Ishiyelong clenched his fist and smashed his
fist. Facing the sudden offensive of the two men, Na Hei The clothed man stepped on
the ground and stood up. In the void, he hid sideways, and the sword light of Mochizuki
River immediately fell into the empty space. At the same time, the black clothed man
punched out and followed the Shiyelong who came from behind. One, a direct punch.
Bang~ With a loud bang, Ishiye Ryuichi was shocked and flew out, stepping back on the
ground 100 meters. “Huh?



“This person, what a powerful force!”

After a short encounter, Mochizuki and the others were suddenly shocked, and the
dignity in their eyebrows was undoubtedly even worse. “a*shole, come again!”

When Mochizuki River was frightened, Ishino Ryuuji stabilized his figure, but rushed up
again. As the energy swept through, Ishino Ryuichi’s torrential offensive, like a violent
storm, fought the man in black. Together. Mochizuki River did not show weakness either,
dancing a long sword in his hand, and the sword light was rising. The green wood sword
tactics woven into the sky to cover the sky. Under the vast offensive of the two, the man
in black was just like a candle in the wind, It seemed that it would go out at any time.
However, it never stopped for a long time. In the end, under the combined attack of the
two people, the black man dodged from left to right, with ease, without losing the wind.
Moreover, seizing the opportunity, he can still send out effective results. The
counterattack made Mochizuki and the others extremely embarrassed.

Chapter 2316

Long Baichuan in the distance was shocked when he saw such a scene.

“Is this the power of the titled grandmaster?” “Is this the majesty of the Dragon God?”
“It’s terrifying!” Long Baichuan’s own strength is just the grandmaster.

In his eyes, any titled master is an insurmountable existence.

But now, the Dragon God powerhouse, even one enemy two, still did not lose the wind.

This had to make Long Baichuan feel trembling.

How strong should Mark, as the lord of the Dragon God, be able to frighten such
powerful people?

Long Baichuan couldn’t imagine it at all.

….. “Skyfire Three Profound Transformation!” “Blue Dragon Transformation~” After a
long battle, the man in black suddenly broke out.

In the majestic roar, I saw a fire dragon made of vigor, unexpectedly swept out of its
palm.

what?

Feeling the sudden eruption of this person’s power, Mochizuki River’s expression
immediately changed and exclaimed in surprise.

“No, Long Yi, go back!”
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